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Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion

BUILDING  AN  INCLUSIVE  CITY

The Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion (HCCI) was formed in 2006 as a result of the

work undertaken through the Strengthening Hamilton Community’s
Initiative (SHCI), an initiative formed as a response to the burning of a local Hindu

Temple in 2001, the same year the terrorist attacks occurred in the United

States on September 11th.

HCCI’s short-term goal was to deal with the distress in the community caused by the

burning of the Hindu Temple, but it was anticipated that to address issues of racism in

the longer term, a more profound systemic change would be required. Since 2001 our

organization has worked with various marginalized communities to address their needs. 

HCCI faced many challenges during 2019/2020 such as the reboot of the Hamilton Anti-

Racism Resource Centre (HARRC), a lack of infrastructure in Hamilton to address issues

of hate/racism/discrimination and active plans to address the needs of the most

vulnerable in the city such as residents living with (in)visible disabilities, unhoused

residents, and other marginalized individuals and communities.

HCCI is committed to creating an inclusive and welcoming city by actively supporting

community organizations and people working to build a more just Hamilton for all. We

hope you join us and support our work in the coming days, weeks, months, and years. 

Yours sincerely,

Kojo Damptey                                                                    Crystal Mark

Executive Director                                                             Chair of HCCI
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Initiate and sustain processes which promote equity and create welcoming

and inclusive environments in all areas of civic life

Develop and share training and education resources with the community

Provide the community with access to relevant research and information on

diversity related issues.

Support newcomer immigrant and refugee communities, marginalized

groups,diverse ethno-racial and ethno-cultural groups and Indigenous

communities.

Our Vision
A united community that respects diversity, practices equity and speaks out

against discrimination.

Our Mission
Mobilizing all Hamiltonians to create an inclusive and welcoming city.

Our Goal
To create in every sector and among youth, effective and sustainable ways of

ensuring that all Hamiltonians can fully participate in the civic life of the

community, using their contributions to create a strong and vibrant city.

HCCI’s mandate is to support the City of

Hamilton and its major institutions, businesses

and service providers to:
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Our Finances - Revenue

We are thankful to all our funders. For the year 2019/2020 we

received funds from the Ministry of Children, Community, and

Social Services, Ontario Trillium Fund, Ministry of Canadian

Heritage and Multiculturalism, Hamilton Community Foundation,

Ryerson University, InSpirit Foundation, Hamilton Health Sciences,

Laidlaw Foundation, and the City of Hamilton. 



Our Finances - Expenses

For the year 2019/2020 our programming focused on Black Youth

Mentorship, an Anti-Racism Conference, anti-hate initiatives,

Equity Diversity and inclusion Training, Community Organizing,

and Civic Inclusion & Engagement activities such as the Hamilton

Civic Leadership Program.
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Black Youth Mentorship Program’s objective is to help improve the emotional

well-being of Black children and youth. By increasing access to consistent,

caring adults, Together we can will help youth participants make healthy and

safe choices, increase their resiliency and make progress toward their goals.

In partnership with the Hamilton Wentworth District School Board (HWDSB),

the in-school group mentorship is being provided to Black high school

students at MacNab Secondary School and  Bernie Custis Secondary School.

Through the monthly sessions and One to One mentoring we will focus on

supporting and strengthening Black students leadership and civic

engagement skills while empowering and inspiring Black youth to create their

narratives and pathways to success and prepare them to be strong advocates

for their communities.

The mentorship initiative was selected to receive funding to focus on one or

more of the following outcome streams:

1. Employment / entrepreneurship;

2. Educational achievement;

3. Civic engagement / leadership; and / or

4. Building a strong cultural identity.
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April 2019

History Of Blackness in Hamilton

Sir John A MacDonald

May 2019

Black and Indigenous Solidarity  

Sir John A. MacDonald 

June 2019 

Year End Party

Sir John A MacDonald 

September 2019

Brainstorming /Meet Up

B.C.S.S. 

Samson Dekamo (HCCI)

October 2019 

Arts and Expression. 

B.C.S.S.

Terrell “Stanley” Barclay, Felicia “Vonnii” Maragh,

Akintoye “AK” 

Attendance: 45

Black Youth Mentorship Program
Group Mentorship 

We connected with 50 youth at Bernie Curtis Secondary School.

Supported Never Gonna Stop, a Black youth led organization.

November 2019

B.C.S.S.

Financial Literacy

Kiana “rookz” Eastmond, Dymika Harte

Attendance: 52

December 2019

Community Work

Youth Panel NGS

Attendance: 40

Attendance: 30

January 2020 

Cocoa & Cram  Black Youth Council 

Attendance 15x5 days 

February 2020 

Know Your Rights 

Desmond Cole, Andrea Vasquez 

Attendance: 45 Kids

March 2020

COVID 19
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September 2019

Mentor/Mentee Recruitment 

Training Session with McMaster Sept 26

Met with

YMCA Newcomers Youth Centre

Ghana Association of Hamilton

The Space

Bernie Custis

October 2019 

training session with NGS Oct 4

Paired Mentees with Mentors

November 2019

Conduct Check In

December 2019

Connected with Celeste Licorish from

Mcmaster's Office of Community

Engagement about a university information

Session

Black Youth Mentorship Program
One to One

January 2020 

University session with Queens and

Mcmaster

Work on partnership with Queens

University

Partnership with John C Holland

Met with Dan from Westdale Theater

about hosting movie screening

February 2020 

Movie Screening: 

The Last Black Man in San Francisco 

Signed partnership with Queens

University

Finalize Queens University partnership

Plan for March Open House at Queens

March 2020

COVID 19
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Connected with potential mentors and mentees for our one-to-one mentorship program across
Hamilton. To date we have paired 35 youth with Black mentors across Hamilton.



The Hamilton Civic Leadership Program offers engaging and participatory

sessions designed to deepen critical understanding of democracy, civic

engagement, civic inclusion, and community organizing skills that can be used to

develop leadership skills and promote civic inclusion and engagement among all

youth. Special attention is given to Black, Indigenous, Trans, and Non-Binary

youth in Hamilton and surrounding areas. The concept for this program was first

created by City of Hamilton Councillor Nrinder Nann, before her time as

councillor, and has since been adapted.

This is a two-year program, and is funded by the Canadian Heritage Department.

The first cohort of the program ran from January 2020 until July 2020. The second

cohort of the program is running from August 2020 until March 2021. There will

also be a research component facilitated in partnership with the Department of

Social Work at McMaster University.

Hamilton Civic Leadership Program
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We connected with over 35 youth over the course of the program 



Demystifying the voting process.

Connecting people’s concerns and hopes to an election. 

Building a culture of engagement. 

Through a unique voter simulation, we can build an inclusive and vibrant

democracy in Canada by:

The lens of Inclusion is a robust vision. It sees a world in which every person is a

full resident. Every individual – regardless of colour, creed, gender identity or

ability – can partake in and contribute to community life. The role of the

community is to help make that happen. Our role at HCCI is to animate this via

social inclusion tasks, projects and programming.

Vote-Pop Up with Democratic Engagement

Exchange and Hamilton Public Library 
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Civic Inclusion & Engagement



The Hamilton Centre for Civic inclusion is committed to supporting Hamilton and its

people, groups, institutions, businesses, and organizations in initiating and sustaining

processes which promote equity and create welcoming and inclusive environments

in all areas of civic life. Since our inception, we have developed and shared an

extensive amount of training and educational resources with the community. We are

proud to offer Equity, Diversity and Inclusion training to help organizations

develop skilled, dynamic and diverse workforce, and to offer Anti-Oppression and

Anti-Racism training to groups looking to directly address oppressive systems and

situations in our society.

EDI & AOAR Training
In 2019/2020 we provided training and/or consultant advice to 11 organizations in

Hamilton. We continue to work with these organizations on an ongoing basis. They

include:

Pride Hamilton                Hamilton Health Sciences (IENP)

Hamilton Fringe              The Space

Hamilton Library             City of Hamilton (Community Engagement, Tourism, Etc)

EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION TRAINING
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Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion provides anti-oppression and anti-racism
training to groups to empower them to address oppressive and racists situations

and systems they may be challenged by. The training involves frameworks, in-depth

modules, and hands-on workshops. Participants are equipped to recognize and

address the many shapes and formats of oppression, such as racism, homophobia,

transphobia, islamophobia, sexism, patriarchy, ableism, ageism and more. The

training acknowledges that power and privilege if not used positively, can be

detrimental to the functioning of communities, businesses, groups, and individuals



In 2015 City Council approved a three-year pilot project called the “Hamilton Anti-

Racism Resource Centre (HARRC)” in partnership with McMaster University and the

Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion. The purpose of the centre was to track and

collect incidents and stories of racism in Hamilton. The centre was housed at the

Hamilton Centre for Civic Inclusion. Since the centre began operations in April of

2018, HCCI has supported HARRC in a number of ways.  

HARRC was paused in February 2019 to allow for more community engagement and

stakeholders’ input to better define the centre’s mandate, activities and success

factors. In 2019, various public engagement activities were conducted, with a staff

recommendations report. In December 2019, City Council endorsed

recommendations and directed staff to retain a consultant and re-establish HARRC

with an independent Board of Directors. 

Anti-Racism in Hamilton
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During the public consultation HCCI, community organizations, and residents were

concerned about the new direction of HARRC. These concerns were covered in the

media. Council did not take these concerns into consideration and decided to

dissolve the partnership agreement with McMaster University and HCCI. 

Over the course of HARRC's operation in 2018 & 2019 HCCI provided a downtown

office location, administrative support, community advocacy and information,

educational sessions and community oversight in the amount of $16,400 (in-kind).

HCCI continues to address issues of racism in across the city whether on an

individual level between residents, or systemic racism in organization or work place

discrimination.

Anti-Racism in Hamilton
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News article from CBC Hamilton. 
Photo by Samantha Craggs



Anti-Racism Conference
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HCCI received funding from the Ministry of Canadian Heritage to hold an Anti-

Racism Conference planned on March 28th and 29th, 2020. Due to the COVID-19

pandemic, the conference was changed to a virtual format. Sessions were held live

via Zoom webinar, and the recordings of these sessions are available on YouTube as

a permanently accessible archive of the conference content.

The theme of the conference was – Combating the Rise of Hate: Exploring the

Context of Race and Racism. Guest speakers included MPP Laura Mae Lindo,

Desmond Cole, Dr. Ameil Joseph, Pacinthe Mattar, Nam Kiwanuka, Lynn Ly, Huda

Hassan, and Yotakhron Jonathan.

Thank you to our sponsors Hamilton Immigration Partnership Council, OCASI,

SACHA, Rabble, and YWCA,



An organizational mentor (OM) is an incorporated nonprofit organization,

charity, or First Nation that meets Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF) eligibility

criteria, enabling it to receive funds directly from OTF. OMs provide

administrative support, project mentoring, and financial accountability to Youth

Opportunities Fund (YOF) grassroots groups.

As an organizational mentor, HCCI provides administrative support, financial

advice, consulting, governance training, space, and other support for new

groups and nonprofit organizations as they establish themselves. In doing so,

we are expanding the capacity for our community to bring about positive

change through the growth of organizations dedicated to areas of need.

Disability Justice Network of Ontario 

Rafiki Hamilton

Never Gonna Stop

Organizational Mentors
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Organizations Supported 



Have personal and political agency

Can thrive and foster community

Build the power, capacity, and skills needed to hold people, communities, and

institutions responsible for the spaces they create

Our Vision
Creating a World where people with disabilities are free to be.

Our Mission
The Disability Justice Network of Ontario (DJNO) aims to build a just and accessible

Ontario, wherein people with disabilities: 
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DISABILITY JUSTICE NETWORK OF ONTARIO

Our Values 
Accountability: Our work is community-led and accountable to people with disabilities. 

Building Community Capacity: We work collaboratively with local community

members, movements and organizations to seek equity and justice for people with

disabilities.

Justice: We work beyond current legislation to prioritize access, empowerment and

liberation for people with disabilities, including the creation of sustainable support

systems. 

Open Door: Our door is always open. We welcome all people who support DJNO’s vision,

mission, and values regardless of ability, race, religion, age, sexual orientation, gender or

economic status. 

Resource Sharing: We are committed to supporting those with the least resources first,

and addressing the dynamic needs of our communities equitably. 

Self-Determination: We respect and support people with disabilities and the choices

they make to build better futures for themselves and their collectives. This includes the

choice to disclose, discuss and manage their disability.



Computer skills training

Workshops for the Canadian citizenship test

G1 License test preparation

Child care 

Interpretation services

Our Mission: Supporting members of the Congolese community in Hamilton

and other Francophone Africans in Canada with their personal and professional

development and integration into Canadian society.

Founded by Liliane Masengo Kabamba, Rafiki is committed to creating a

welcoming environment to build relationships, learn, and grow. Our

participants and supporters come from many different backgrounds. We value

diversity and deliver culturally contextual programming, including service

delivery in different languages.

Current Programs and Services
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RAFIKI HAMILTON



Never Gonna Stop / N’Arrête Jamais is an initiative launched by a

group of young Francophone men who have faced and overcome

hardships and are committed to helping other youth to work hard

and never stop regardless of the obstacles in front of them. They are

seen as role models in the community and are looked up to by other

young leaders.

Their diverse initiatives include sports tournaments, fundraisers, skill

development workshops, fashion shows and performances,

mentorship programs and panel talks.
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NEVER GONNA STOP
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CURRENT  STAFF

Kojo Damptey,  Interim  Executive  Director

Sarah Jama,  Senior  Program  Coordinator  

Samson Dekamo,  Black  Youth  Mentorship  Coordinator

Rose Senat,  Black  Youth  Mentorship  Mentorship  Coordinator

Mohamed Mohamed,  Anti-Racism  Officer  

Lucy Mesquita,  Book  Keeper  

Tajseem Hussain, Student  Placement  (McMaster  University )

Rohit Prasad, Student  Placement  (York  University )

*  Executive  Director  -  Yohana  Otite    (April  2018  -  Aug  2018 )

*  Executive  Director  -  Matthew  Green  (Oct  2018  -  July  2019 )
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ACORN  HAMILTON

AFRO  CANADIAN  CARIBBEAN  ASSOCIATION

BROADBENT  INSTITUTE

COALITION  OF  BLACK  TRADE  UNIONISTS

COUNCIL  OF  CANADIANS

CITY  OF  HAMILTON

EMPOWERMENT  SQUARED

ENVIRONMENT  HAMILTON

FLY  PRINT

HAMILTON  WENTWORTH  DISTRICT  SCHOOL  BOARD

HAMILTON  DISTRICT  LABOR  COUNCIL

HAMILTON  IMMIGRATION  PARTNERSHIP  COUNCIL

HAMILTON  COMMUNITY  LEGAL  CLINIC

HAMILTON  COMMUNITY  BENEFITS  NETWORK

IMMIGRANTS  WORKING  CENTRE

MUSLIM  COUNCIL  OF  GREATER  HAMILTON

McMASTER  UNIVERSITY  -  EQUITY  & INCLUSION  OFFICE

McMASTER  UNIVERSITY  -  OFFICE  OF  COMMUNITY  ENGAGEMENT

MCMASTER  SCHOOL  OF  SOCIAL  WORK  -  DR .  AMEIL  JOSEPH  

SEXUAL  ASSAULT  CENTRE  (HAMILTON  AND  AREA )-SACHA

SOCIAL  PLANNING  RESEARCH  COUNCIL  

NATIONAL  COUNCIL  OF  CANADIAN  MUSLIMS

THE  SPACE

YWCA

THANK YOU TO OUR

SUPPORTERS

a year's overview HAMILTON  CENTRE  FOR
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